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ORRESPONDENCE 
Q be seen at Hawkhurst, in Kent, at the intersection of A229 

: .-\268, where the mirrored reflectors, which have many separate 
ets, seem to serve the principal purpose of dazzling the 

ming motorist. 
the subject of road surfaces and repairs, I am aware of 

:ountry's financial situation, but surely ~re could be done 
~onserve the existing road surfaces from the attacks of the 

:lety of authorities who seem to have the right to dig trenches 
i holes without the responsibility of refilling properly. In 
~y instances trenches are dug all over the road and then the 
·-rial is loosely put back, and sometimes further subsidiary 

hes and holes are dug with the result that an excellent piece 
mad surface is reduced to a shambles. A fine current example 
:bis is on B2160, through Matfield. Equally tiresome is when, 

a major upheaval of this kind, a crazy permanent surface 
r'~t back and of an appallingly poor qu~lity. An instance of 

can be seen on A20 at Swanley on either side of the B258 
sing. The prize specimen hereabouts is on A20 opposite 

_ Swanley London TranSPOrt garage, where the tarmac sur
:~ that has been put over one of the recent excavations 

::.embles the wa~~s of the sea rather than a proper road surface. 
ggest, through you Sir, that it is time that the motoring 

:;:mizations should protest most actively against this sort of 
.ag as well as against incompetent road making. 
.-\5 an example of the latter, on AZO south-east of the light 
;;::trol crossing of A227 a new surface has been laid which pro
ies for all north-bound traffic a beautiful new surface but witR 
.:.orrible reverse camber. Doubtless other readers could give 
Cly instances of so appalling a waste of money. An incorrectly 
i surface must wear out more quickly, as well as providing 
.::.ger for motorists. B. ENGERT. 
:'ondon, E.14. 

:OMMONWEALTH PROTECTION 
: =-st Does Not Fallon United Kingdom 

-~SI6.]-In your issue of September 12 you published a 
.er [64425] from" Observer" in which he remarks, inte)' alia: 

The cost of protecting the Commonwealth falls largely on the 
-wted Kingdom, both in men and materials. There is no doubt 

my mind that t~~ U.K. resident, particularly the motorist, is 
__ rung a raw deal. 

I 	have no doubt in my mind that any Canadian, New Zea
er, Australian or South African would promptly challenge 
above quotation. All members of the Commonwealth, to 
best of my knowledge, are making by far the majority 
ibution to their own defence, Canada and Australia prob

y the entire contribution. In regard to South Africa the 
:eption is a definite and much appreciated contribution from 

Royal Navy, but here again South Africa is making strenuous 
orts to build up her small Navy. 
In Korea, South Africa maintains, equips and pays for a 

'pter squadron, which has distinguished itself for valour, skill 
d effective results. This contribution alone, per head of white 
pulation, is a bigger contribution than Britain makes in Korea . 

the realm of Middle East defence, South Africa has, in 
ition, accepted a sizeable responsibility. 

To top it all, South Africa is effecting payments to Britain 
gold far in excess of what is due, in an effort to assist Britain's 
st-war recovery. The Chancellor of the Exchequer has ex
.ssed his appreciation of it more than once. And what about 
-I uranium production, in which Britain will ultimately have a 
:.:ue? 

. Observer," I feel, displays a signal lack of observation in his 
=arks. I notice that on landing he promptly purchased a 

.:'odg<:: station wagon. While approving his choice, I must ask 
ether he realizes that this means, in effect, that we are ex

ging his soft English currency for dollars? Did we quibble 
ut it? What real right has he to those dollars? It seems to 
that it would have been more intelligent to have purchased 
English car, assisted the export drive, and so assisted the 

.tish taxpayer and motorist in some small measure. That was 
duty; if he failed in it he has no right to criticize. 
ohannesburg, South Africa. B. E. C. 

IN SEARCH OF SILENCE" 
-- gn ificant Weight Increase Caused by Underseal 

.517.]-1 read in The At/toeal" of September 19, an excellent 
-;:c1e headed" In Search of Silence." 
\\bile we appreciate reference being made to our product 

_':Jderseal, the statement regarding the increased weight is 

.f 

1471 

contmued 
misleading. For your information, the increase in weight 
brought about by the application of Underseal varies from 35 
to 50lb, according to the size of the car, and this when the 
recommendation of 'kin 'thick when wet (l, in dry) has been 
correctly made. 

The author was concerned in limiting only the extent of panel 
coating to which the car owner may go. However, we would 
add that Underseal at present is mainly concerned with the 
)'oad underbody of the car, and in respect of marked corrosion 
susceptibility, perhaps, more than drumming and rattle. Here 
the additional weight imparted to the car is in the region of only 
30-45Ib, depending on car size. As underbody coating against 
corrosion is recommended for the newer type of car, this gain 
in weight is offset by the lower gauge metal used at present in 
car manufacture. 

Finally, we would say that the normal deadener pad and ad
hesive set-up frequently employed nowadays on roof, side panel 
and luggage compartments compares almost exactly in weight 
with a -i,in dry coating of Underseal. Consequently, should 
the question of Underseal arise as an alternative to this par
ticular application, the argument regarding the additional weight 
is not tenable. A. REYNARD, 

Birmingham, 8. Minnesota Mining and 
Manufacturing Co., Ltd. 

INDEX MARKS 
Appropriately Lettered M.G. Registrations 

[64518.]-ln letter [64432] Mr. Angus McDermid refers to· the 
constant reappearance of the registration letters MG. I should 
like to refer to registration letters UMG and enquire whether 
these letters have ever been seen on any car other than fairly 
recent M .G.s, supplied through the London distributors for 
that make, whose name , as most people know, has the initial 
letter U. 

The frequency witl1 which this combination appears in the 
London area suggests that this is not coincidence and it would, I 
am sure, prove interesting to readers to know how it is 
arranged. 

As the fortunate owner of UMG 424 (a It-litre saloon), I 
should like to congratulate whoever is responsible for providing 
so many of these most attractive cars with such appropriate 
labels. H. G. POXON. 

Harrow, Middlesex. 
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